UAB THEATRE
presents

SLY FOX

by LARRY GELBART

July 8, 9, 10
and
July 15, 16, 17

at
8:00 p.m.

Hulsey Studio Theatre
Room 311
SLY FOX

(Produced as a special project for class assignment.)

by
Larry Gelbart

Sly Fox takes place in San Francisco in the late 1800s.

Act 1, Scene 1
Upstairs bedroom of Foxwell J. Sly
Scene 2
Living room of Abner Truckle
Scene 3
The office of Jethro Crouch
Scene 4
Sly's bedroom
INTERMISSION (10 minutes)

Act 2, Scene 1
A prison cell
Scene 2
The courtroom
Scene 3
Sly's bedroom
FINALE

Student Director .............. Lee Shackleford
Producer ..................... Dr. Robert Yowell
Designer and Technical Director .... Janet L. Keys

CAST
(In order of appearance)
SIMON ABLE .............. Lee Drew
SLY'S SERVANTS ........ Chris Clark, Sherrie Jackson and David Speer
FOXWELL J. SLY ........ Carter Thrower
LAWYER CRAVEN ........ Charles Vance
JETHRO CROUCH ........ Mark Ledford
ABNER TRUCKLE .......... Ron Dodson
MISS FANCY ............ Carla Wood
MRS. TRUCKLE ............ Virginia Martin
CROUCH'S SERVANT .... Lee Shackleford
CAPTAIN CROUCH ....... Lewis Armstrong
CHIEF OF POLICE ....... Sid Ritchey
1st POLICEMAN .......... Pamela Cook
2nd POLICEMAN/BALIFF .......... Pamela Cook
COURT CLERK ............ Lee Shackleford
THE JUDGE ............... Dennis Loggins

CREW
STAGE MANAGER ............. Jack Wilson
ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR .... Sherrie Jackson
PROP MASTER ............ Laura Small
PROP AND SET CREW ........ Chris Clark, Frank Clark
Judy Copeland, Doug de Ville
Tiffany Ellis, Sherrie Jackson
Laura Small, Lee Shackleford
Ron Walley, Daphne Wood

COSTUMES .............. Chris Clark, Judy Copeland
Sherrie Jackson, Gena James
Helen Robbins, Laura Small

LIGHT BOARD OPERATOR .... Terence Mooney
LIGHT CREW ........... Chris Colbert, Marty Higginbotham
Laura Small, Terence Waites

SOUND OPERATOR ........ Jack Wilson
PROMOTION .............. Vanessa Gary, Marty Higginbotham
LEE SHACKLEFORD, Ron Walley

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Birmingham News, The Birmingham Post-Herald, Kaleidoscope, Billie Sheldon, Motion Industries